If you want your bass to be heard but not seen, KEF offers a wide selection of installed subwoofers with incredible sonic performance. The Ci200QSb-THX, Ci200TRb-THX, and Ci3160RLb-THX all meet THX Select2 standards; double that to achieve sonic capabilities of the entire KEF line, providing you with a true example of KEF innovation benefiting the installer as much as the listener.

Not only do these subwoofers provide a perfect visual match to architectural speakers, they also perfectly enhance the performance of the KEF Extreme Theatre speakers. Each Ci-REFERENCE, a speaker that delivers full audiophile quality sound even when mounting space is at a premium. As easy to fit as any other KEF architectural speaker, yet engineered to last, what they all share is best-in-class acoustic performance. And KEF's passion for acoustic excellence continues in their Ci-R Series, which has the jaw-dropping acoustic capabilities of the classic KEF floorstander it's named after, with all the drama and emotional intensity of full range KEF speakers that's the real difference - with KEF's architectural speakers, everyone gets to enjoy uncompromised audiophile quality sound.

The KEF Ci3160RLb-THX is a smaller subwoofer that needs 59mm of depth, the T Series allows you to install sub-woofers in-ceiling speakers that can be combined with one of four in-wall models - there’s a range of whole house solutions to suit any space, large or small, outside as well as in. Discreet in appearance, easy to install and requiring no special skills, once the hole is cut and the cable run, the area is soon flooded with clean, clear sound. With impeccable cosmetics, that's the real difference - with KEF's architectural speakers, everyone gets to enjoy uncompromised audiophile quality sound.

KEF's innovative Uni-Q driver technology is a result of innovative engineering and outstanding design. KEF's passion for acoustic excellence continues in their Ci-R Series, which has the jaw-dropping acoustic capabilities of the classic KEF floorstander it's named after, with all the drama and emotional intensity of full range KEF speakers. For Extreme Theatre, when installed in-ceiling and close to the wall, the front speakers precisely aligning the acoustic centres of both the tweeter and midrange/bass driver. The result is lavishly detailed and evenly dispersed imagery of KEF’s latest tangerine waveguide technology. Comprised of a Round model and a Square model, the T Series fits snugly into even the narrowest voids while delivering all the sound-damaging distortion. Imaging is precise, and with Uni-Q's signature wide off-axis response, all of the benefits are delivered to every person in the room.

Regardless of whether you choose a single source, dispersing sound widely and evenly over a large area, or a system, KEF's patented Uni-Q driver array, with no special skills. Once the hole is cut and the cable run, the area is soon flooded with clean, clear sound. With impeccable cosmetics, that's the real difference - with KEF's architectural speakers, everyone gets to enjoy uncompromised audiophile quality sound.
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**Features**

- **Extreme Home Theatre**
  - A powerful, high-quality sound system that can be installed in homes, hotels, and other commercial spaces.
  - Designed for optimal performance in a variety of environments, from small rooms to large halls.
  - Offers a wide range of options for different applications, from small sound systems to large-scale audio installations.

- **Installed Subwoofer**
  - A subwoofer that can be installed in homes, hotels, and other commercial spaces.
  - Designed for optimal performance in a variety of environments, from small rooms to large halls.
  - Offers a wide range of options for different applications, from small sound systems to large-scale audio installations.

**Specifications**

- **Cut-out**
  - **Width** 250 mm (9.84 in.)
  - **Height** 350 mm (13.78 in.)
  - **Depth** 127 mm (5.00 in.)

- **End Enclosure**
  - **Width** 500 mm (19.69 in.)
  - **Height** 500 mm (19.69 in.)
  - **Depth** 500 mm (19.69 in.)

**Materials**

- **Wood**
  - **Type** Birch
  - **Finish** Natural

**Options**

- **Motorised**
  - **Type** KASA500
  - **Function** Amplifier

**Accessories**

- **Rough-In Frame**
  - **Type** RIF200R
  - **Function** Bracket

**Systems**

- **C-series**
  - **Type** Ci-REF
  - **Function** Speaker

**Soundlight**

- **Type** Ci-REFERENCE
  - **Function** Lighting

**Ultra Thin Bezel**

- **Type** Ci-REFERENCE
  - **Function** Frame

**Applications**

- **Commercial Round**
  - **Type** Ci-REFERENCE
  - **Function** Installation

**Installation**

- **Type** Ci-REFERENCE
  - **Function** Custom Installation